




How Jesus deals with the guilt of our sin is
pictured in the Passover. Yet the message of 
the gospel doesn't end there. His goal is to bring 
healing and freedom to every aspect of our lives.

Mike Wilkerson







Do you feel trapped?









What do you do when you look at the world 
around you or within you and say that doesn’t
seem right? When you feel as if God doesn’t 
know what you’re going through and you’re not
sure he knows where he’s going or what he is 
doing?

K. Young



When sight doesn’t make sense, 

we are ready to learn: God always sees
more than we see, and we can trust him.



“The LORD will fight for you; 
you need only to be still."

Ex. 14:14
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“the LORD drove the sea back” (v. 21)
“the LORD…threw the Egyptian forces into a panic” (v. 24)
“the LORD jammed the wheels of the chariots” (v. 25)
“the LORD threw the Egyptians into the midst of the sea”  (v. 27)
“the LORD saved Israel that day” (v. 30)

The Red Sea Battle 



“fear” becomes “trust” (v. 13, 31)
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“fear” becomes “trust” (v. 13, 31)
“crying out” becomes “moving on” (.31)
“here today” becomes “never again” (v. 13)

When the LORD fights for you…



“No arthritis, no handicaps, no cancer, no taxes, 
no bills, no traffic jams and no septic-tank 
backups…Close friendship with no cliques, 
laughter with no putdowns, intimacy, but never 
any temptation to immorality. No fear, no anger, 
no hurt feelings, no one will go hungry, all will 
be satisfied, no weeping, everyone will laugh.”

Randy Alcorn



How do we Trust?



How do we Trust?

Fear Not…

Stand Firm…

Be silent…

See




